
 

ATTENTION: 753420-5005S e 49173-07506 PSA 1.6HDi TURBOS 2004+  
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE TO SELL THESE TURBOS.  

 
Engine 1.6 PSA HDi is a very sophisticated unit with low emissions and big power. It is used in 
some applications: Citroen, Ford, Mazda, Mini, Peugeot and Volvo.  
 
Being the motor projected to work at high temperatures, it needs the best oilers and to maintain his 
excellent carachteristics is inserted on the oil enter pipe a filter and a heat exchanger united to the 
oil filter. However there is a disadvantage; some situations suggest that if the engine was used with 
an oil amount under minimal level, could verify some situations of high concentrations of coal in oil. 
This can cause obstruction of the enter pipe filter, oil exchanger and main oil filter, that cause 
premature breakage of the turbo. Oil suction pump coul have the same problem of dirt. 
 
Because of high velocity of working (230.000 revolutions per minute) the turbo is the first to show 
damage sign. It can happen over 40.000/50.000 km if a correct oil level isn’t maintained and if are 
not done the correct procedures or the correct intervals of oil substitution.  
 
Now experience suggests that the coal sediment it’s particularly hard to remove. 
 
To try to escape further breakages of turbo, what follows MUST be considered by workshop, in 
addition of normal assemble instructions. 
 
 
 

EXTRACT FROM TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS CARRIED OUT FROM PSA 
TURBOCHARGERS NEWSLETTER 753420-5005S AND 49173-07506 FOR PSA ENGINE 1.6 

HDI 
 
- On engines which have coal residuals at cylinder head after iniector gas leaks, before rinsing 
procedure it is necessary to disassemble cams shaft (AAA), clean the cylinder head and remove 
the most amount of sediment, that could not been evacuated from oil return during the rinsing, and 
repair the engine in the gaskets.  
 
- After rinsing procedure it’s necessary to verify the pressure of the engine oil (consult Service Box 
or Citroen about the method). 
 
- Change the vacuum pump and the strainer of oil pump. 
 
- If there is no the turbine nut, it’s absolutely necessary to recover it and escape the risk that is 
swallowed from air compressor equipment during the engine start. 
 
- Possibly make the rinsing with the defective turbo. If there is the possibility that it brokes (metal 
little parts which could go across the immission or the oil access to the exit), put the new turbo 
before rinsing. 
 
- Make a double rinsing with the old strainer, disassemble the housing and substitute the old 
strainer. If the rinsing will be made with the new strainer, this has to be substituted again after the 
rinsing. 
 
 



 

PROCEDURE FOR DOUBLE RINSING OF THE ENGINE: 

 
Point 1/3: 

 
-Remove the cap of exhaust, of oil replenishment and of the manual level indicator. 
-Disassemble the oil filter. 
-Let drip for 15 minutes at least. 
-Replace the cap of the exhaust with a new gasket kit. 
-Reassemble a new oil filter. 
-Replace 3 litres of new oil suitable to the motorization. 
-Add 1 dose (300 ml) of manufacturer and rinsing cleanser rif. PR 9734.S0. 
-Replace the replenishment cap and the oil level indicator. 
 
OBLIGATORY: Oil level + inferior cleanser to maximum level of manual level indicator 

 
Point 2/3: 

 
-Start the engine and maintain it to 2000 rpm for 10 minutes. 
-Let the output estabilishes for a minute and light off the engine. 
-Remove the exhaust cap, the camp of oil replenishment and manual level indicator. 
-Disassemble the oil filter. 
-Let drip for 15 minutes at least. 
-Replace the cap of the exhaust with a new gasket. 
-Reassemble a new oil filter. 
-Replace 3 litres of new oil suitable to the motorization. 
-Add 1 dose (300 ml) of manufacturer and rinsing cleanser rif. PR 9734.S0. 
-Replace the replenishment cap and the oil level indicator. 
 
OBLIGATORY: Oil level + inferior cleanser to maximum level of manual level indicator 

 
Point 3/3: 

 
-Start the engine and maintain it to 2000 rpm for 10 minutes. 
-Let the output estabilishes for a minute and light off the engine. 
-Remove the exhaust cap, the camp of oil replenishment and manual level indicator. 
-Disassemble the oil filter. 
-Let drip for 15 minutes at least. 
-Replace the cap of the exhaust with a new gasket. 
-Replace the water amount recommended. 
-Replace the replenishment cap and the oil level indicator. 

 
After double rinsing it is necessary to verify the engine oil pressure. 
Refer to technical newsletter about the oil pressure control. 

 
 

Accessory informations: 

 
-3 liters of oil/ 1 dose of cleanser (300 ml) = oil level about ¾ of manual level indicator. 
-After this process application, it is recommended to use the followed oils: 
- TOTAL Activa INEO ECS 5W30 



 

 
It is requested to keep particular attention to the followed points: 

 
1. It is necessary to maintain the output of 2000 gr/mn and the 10 minutes of time to have enough 
circulation and a right increase of temperature. 
 
2. All the acceptable oils for the engines can be used for this rinsing operation (5W30 C2 / 5W40 
A3/B4 / 10W40 A3/B4) to limit the economic effect. 
However, after this process application and when the vehicle is given back to the customer, it is 
always better use oil 5W30 C2.7 
 
3. To use two new oil filters is obligatory during the two rinsings to recover the maximum       
sediment. 

 
 

Precautions to keep before vehicle is put in work to activate again the oil circuit: 
 
Disconnect the cams shaft sensor. 
Turn the engine with the starter engine for 15 seconds. 
Reconnect the cams shaft sensor. 
Start the engine: let turn at minimum without accelerate for 5 minutes to permit a correct 
under pressure adjusting of the turbocharger bearings. 
Light off the engine: wait for 15 minutes.  
Check the oil level and top up, if it is necessary. 
Cancel the defect codes. 
 
 
All turbochargers which are sent back for the warranty, will be checked with a technical 
analysis. 
 
 
 
 

Technical Assistance Turborail Service. 
 
 


